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Detailed-oriented and thoughtful professional prepared to excel in the field of 
engineering and contribute to organizational objectives. Finely tuned analytical 
and research skills with a dedication to clear communication and presentation. 
Adapt at maintaining an exceptional rate of productivity, accuracy, and efficiency; 
well organized and proficient with details.

MAY 2010 – OCTOBER 2010
PIPELINE ENGINEER - ABC CORPORATION

 Calculated for long run flare line and gas pipeline on major pipe rack; design the
expansion loops and direction anchor point; calculate pressure surge force, slug 
force.

 Prepared material requisition for all piping material including fittings, valves, 
pipes, pipe supports, equipment assembly such as pig launcher &amp; receiver,
closure door, case isolator, piggable fitting, etc.

 Performed stress analysis with CAESAR-II program on crossing country seawater
pipeline, analysis such as thermal, seismic, transient and wind load case.

 Responsible for development and preparation pipeline integrity review report (8 
diameter gas pipeline) using validated in-house spreadsheet (ASME B31G) 
corrosion defect analysis to determine the potential integrity of the pipeline 
based on operation pressure of 2.46 MPa and MOP of 3.43 MPa.

 Reviewed and managed projects in terms of economics, OSHA Safety, Kinder 
Morgan Engineering Standards, Construction Standards, and Operating and 
Maintenance Procedures.

 Traveled estimated to be from 20 to 35% to field sites and offices with 
occasional overnight stays. Some extended hours and after-hours work will be 
required.

 Learned &amp; applied the companys design and operating philosophy within 
the field locations to meet corporate goals for safety, regulatory compliance, 
efficiency, and profitability.

2006 – 2010
PIPELINE ENGINEER - DELTA CORPORATION

 Pipeline engineer for 30-mile 30 natural gas pipeline in Pennsylvania and New 
Jersey Pipeline Engineer for 1.3-mile 24 natural gas pipeline loop .

 Currently work as a project engineer to the replacement and/or hydrotesting of 
San Diego Gas and Electric pipelines as a part of the Pipeline Safety .

 Project experience includes Detailed design of pipelines including the design of 
a Horizontal Directional Drill crossing and stress analysis of .

 Drafting project cost estimates and various technical memos.
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 Drafting internal procedures and calculations.
 Prepared cost estimates and related documents such as scope of work, route 

maps, line and tie point schedules, and material take-offs.
 Prepared IFB and IFC packages including hydrotest procedures, alignment 

sheets and piping drawings.

EDUCATION

Bachelor's

SKILLS

AutoCAD, 3D Modeling, GD&amp;T, Solidworks, Autodesk Inventor, Revit.
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